Free yourself
from routine
legal work

We’re experts in:
• NDAs
• Confidentiality agreements
• Back-to-backs
• Engagement letters

InCloudCounsel is the largest global service
provider dedicated to automating and enhancing
high-volume legal document processes so your
team can focus on its most valuable work.

• Non-Reliance letters
• Vendor contracts
• Document abstracting
• Obligation tracking

Our solution oﬀers:

Expert legal talent
• Network of top-tier lawyers
• Dedicated team of account managers

400,000+
contracts
processed

Game-changing technology
• End-to-end software platform
• Backed by AI and machine learning

Cost-eﬀective pricing
• Flat-fee, per-document pricing
• Over 70% average client savings

500+
customers

98%

customer
retention rate

Contact Oscar Wang at oscar@incloudcounsel.com

The most
technologically
advanced
software
of its kind.

w

Document
management

Workflow
management

Data-driven
reporting

Data extraction
technology

Easily navigate all
completed and
ongoing work requests
in the document
overview dashboard.

Click on a document to
display all of its relevant
details, including its
history, current status
and scorecard summary
of key terms.

View customisable
reports to track and
monitor how the key
terms in your legal
agreements benchmark
over time and across
your contracts.

Key terms are captured
as business and legal
data through lawyers
and AI, and turned into
an easy-to-reference
scorecard.

What our customers say:
“InCloudCounsel is an important part of our legal
operations. Prior to partnering with them, we were
diverting valuable time and resources to mundane
tasks. Now we’re saving time and manpower by
having InCloudCounsel handle our NDAs and vendor
contracts ... We highly recommend InCloudCounsel
to anyone considering using their services - they’re
the real deal.”
Patrick Kassen
Former General Counsel at Equity International

“InCloudCounsel has managed our confidentiality
agreements for the past two years, and we highly
recommend their services to anyone considering
outsourcing their routine legal work...we are
impressed by the quality of our attorney team,
the efficiency of the process, and the online
system that stores and analyzes our contracts.
We love that we can focus on higher priority
work, knowing that we can trust InCloudCounsel
with our confidentiality agreements.”
Rob Jackowitz
Former Director at Pine Brook Partners

Contact Oscar Wang at oscar@incloudcounsel.com

